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Abstract—Social media and big data have combined to create
a new era of marketing, political campaigning, and hostile
propaganda. The tactics, such as microtargeting of ads, have
recently received intense public scrutiny. However, little has
been publicly said about the tools and techniques of strategy.
In this context, Applied Computational Choice (ACSC) refers to
a framework for analyzing data, modeling tactics, and planning
strategy. Here we describe an ACSC framework derived from
the work being done by some of the main actors, and apply it to
show how a few simple scenarios can be modeled and realistic
behaviors predicted, as well as illuminating possible motivations
for certain patterns observed in the real world. We introduce the
concept of vulnerability assessment applied to voting systems by
analyzing the cost of influence operations on simple model voting
systems. We believe this framework reflects those being used by
a number of different actors with various goals, and hope that
this article helps provide an overview and introduction to the
field.

Index Terms—data science, political science, propaganda, in-
fluence, information warfare, narrative warfare, weaponized
demographic

I. INTRODUCTION

Although adversarial propaganda is as old as war itself,
recently new techniques have been implemented with un-
precedented power, speed and effectiveness in a number of
political contests around the world. Technological advances
in the application of Computational Social Choice Theory
[1], mass profiling [2], and microtargeting [3], [4], have been
developed by a number of sources, including tech media
companies, private marketing and campaign data businesses, as
well as hostile state and/or non-state actors. In addition to the
societal ethical concerns, it is now apparent that hostile actors
have developed extensive art and proficiency in using these
technologies offensively in ways that are critically relevant to
national security and the military [5]–[8]. Broad awareness of
this threat is newly dawning, and terminology is not yet stan-
dardized; various terms are used including Cyber-enabled In-
formation Operations (CyIO) [6], [9], Information Warfare and
Influence Operations (IWIO) [10], or Information/Influence
Warfare and Manipulation (IIWAM) [5]. The battlefield of
the new information warfare is the information environment
[5], [7] especially “social media” [10], the globally pervasive
sphere of media-rich personal and social communication that
has evolved out of the original handful of social networks,
which is perfectly suited to communicating emotional infor-
mation that bypasses rational filtering. The weapons and tactics

are narratives [11]; the delivery vehicles are “memes” (in the
original sense, as well as the contemporary meaning), units
of information that are tuned for, first, rapid propagation by
the humans in the social network, and ultimately, assimilation
into the mass mentality for the promotion of disruptive and
harmful politicians or agendas, and other political and social
goals [12]. With respect to these cutting-edge social media
techniques, a large portion of the publicity has recently been
focused on Cambridge Analytica (CA), Facebook (FB) and
the Internet Research Agency (IRA) in St. Petersburg, but it
is virtually certain that actors all over the world are engaged
in research and deployment of these techniques.

In part, ACSC is a natural extension of advertising and
marketing science developed in the context of this social
media sphere and a highly competitive, largely unregulated
marketplace. The presence of a significant fraction of the
world’s population on social networks turns mass psychol-
ogy and behavior manipulation into computational “big data”
problems. Social Choice theory and the models described
here originate in the economics and political science liter-
ature as far back as 1957 [13], with extensive theoretical
work in the 1960s and 1970s [14]–[17]. Computational ap-
proaches to social choice theory appeared more recently, [1]
and continue in earnest. Practical, technological applications
of computational social choice theory became possible only
very recently in the age of “Big Data” and social media,
and serious academic research has only become prominent
since around 2016. There is, obviously, an enormous market
for understanding and influencing population psychology and
behavior; the most famous companies of our era, such as
Google, Facebook, etc. spend much of their effort studying
this domain and developing techniques, tools, algorithms, and
other kinds of expertise. In addition, it seems clear by now that
some state actors have devoted tremendous time and attention
to understanding the role of social media and the internet in
population influence. However, both the private corporations
and the governments doing this work have powerful incentives
to keep their innovations secret, and so little has yet been
published of the formalism and techniques useful in this
domain. When private research has been published, it has
generated strident criticism [18], [19]. Thus it is not surprising
that research and implementation of applications of these
technologies are largely hidden behind a veil of secrecy. Here
we share a general framework or formalism for political data



science which we believe is representative of how some of
these actors may be operating, and then apply the formalism to
suggest qualitative outlines of how several plausible scenarios
could be conducted.

The information in this article has been inferred from exten-
sive conversations with a number of individuals across various
related fields, and synthesized with general principles of data
science and linear algebra to form this framework. Some
of the contributing individuals have reviewed the framework
and, without divulging trade secrets, have agreed that it is
compatible with many of the important considerations they
would raise. It is my hope that this article will serve as a useful
introduction to what might be possible, and to provide a com-
mon terminology and framework for those wishing to study
ACSC more openly. The goal of this article is to synthesize
a framework that is optimized for practical applications in in-
dustry and defense, specifically the application of identifying,
understanding, and countering large-scale influence operations
in the big-data context of online digital platforms. To serve this
goal, the primary considerations have been utilitarian rather
than theoretical: little of the material is theoretically novel;
it has been selected from other sources to be useful for this
endeavor, and no effort has been made to comprehensively
cover mathematical voting theory or any other existing field.
The specific examples given are not intended to prove that any
specific activities actually happened in the real world (although
we have our suspicions!) but instead are intended to stimulate
intuition with respect to what is possible in this domain and
encourage and support more researchers wishing to enter this
field.

We have intentionally avoided two crucial topics, not be-
cause they are unimportant, but because they are already re-
ceiving extensive attention: individual psychology, and agent-
and network-based simulations of organic social behavior.
There is currently a cottage industry around fake news, misin-
formation, manipulation, and bias, and a thoughtful awareness
of much of the most important work in the field is readily
available to the public and professionals alike. Likewise, many
people are investigating the natural patterns of propagation
of information through social networks and the formation
of cliques and cults. The goals that we hope to serve with
this paper ultimately will rest on a foundation of knowledge
of individual cognition and emotion, and emergent aggregate
phenomena. Here we address only the edge of the field that
we believe to be most critically underserved.

II. THE FRAMEWORK

A. Ideological Space

We will follow the traditional structure of computational
social choice theory [14], [16], [17], [20], [21]. We construct
a preference space over political ideologies, which we will call
“ideological space” or “policy space”. Consider a population
BN of N individual agents in a particular society, so that they
share some set of K issues of political or ideological interest
to them all. Without loss of generality, we can represent
each political/ideological issue as a real number in [−1, 1]

corresponding to the agent’s response to an issue question on a
continuous Likert-type agree-disagree scale. Each individual’s
preferences are represented by a K-dimensional vector b;
we will write bi for the preference vector for individual i.
We will assume a K-dimensional Euclidean coordinate space
defined by taking each of the K issues as a dimension. (In
some unusual applications, the assumption of a Euclidean
space may be limiting, but is a tremendously useful starting
point because it facilitates conceptual intuition as well as
computation.) Within this Euclidean space, the “ideological
space” of all possible configurations of beliefs is PK , the
K-dimensional cube centered on the origin with edges of
length 2. Thus the complete population preference set BK

N

is a set of N points inside the K-dimensional cube PK ,
BK

N =
{
bi ∈ PK : i ∈ [1, N ]

}
.

Of the K issues/dimensions, it is likely that some issues
are highly correlated with each other. Assume that it is
possible to apply an appropriate dimension-reduction process
to determine the actual number of underlying latent ideological
dimensions k. This defines a reduced ideological space P k, a
k-dimensional cube in k-dimensional Euclidean space, and a
reduced population preference set Bk

N

Bk
N =

{
bi ∈ P k : i ∈ [1, N ]

}
(1)

The k dimensions might be thought of as the fundamental
philosophical, moral, emotional, etc. beliefs that form the
foundation for individuals’ preferences on policy issues. It
would require empirical investigation to assign meaning to
these k reduced ideological dimensions, and in practice in
large-scale applications of this framework it may not be pos-
sible to extract dimensions that appear meaningful in human
terms. In fact, in big-data applications generally, dimension
reduction is a non-obvious problem. It is likely that much
work is happening behind closed doors to develop these basic
techniques.

B. New Technology for Surveying the Ideological Space

The traditional method of estimating Bk
N is, essentially,

opinion polling. Political polls that attempt to model “likely
voters” are attempting to estimate a reduced set Bk

nvt and a
turnout function V T (see equation 2 below). Recently, there
has been a great deal of attention given to the possibility
of measuring psychological profiles, political preferences, etc.
from online social media behavior, search history, and other
internet sources [2]–[4], [22]–[24]. Most of the discussion of
this topic has focused on the individual level: the privacy
implications of collecting and modeling personal information
without an individual’s knowledge, and the implications for
personal autonomy of precisely microtargeted advertising or
propaganda. These new techniques may also allow greatly
improved speed and accuracy of estimation of Bk

N : increased
speed due to the use of massive online databases that contain
daily or even faster updates for many people, and increased
accuracy due to the freedom from response biases with sur-
reptitious modeling, as well as the very large sample sizes



available. This increased power is what makes possible rapid
and powerful operations such as short-term manipulation of
political preferences before an election, effective on the order
of days or weeks [25], leaving no time for any effective tactical
response. This is especially true for Western liberal democra-
cies that do not currently have national defense capabilities in
this domain at all.

C. The Curse of Ideological Dimensionality

The first insights from the framework can be gleaned by
considering the question of the actual dimensionality k of
the ideological space P k for real-world societies. A plausible
guess is that it would be comparable to the number of distinct
political issues identifiable in the news and other media of
the society at any given time. In general, the specification of
the analytical framework will be different depending on the
goals of the given application, especially the population in
question and the time frame in question. The necessary value
of k for a useful application of the model will be greater if
we wish to study how a population’s beliefs evolve over time,
because some issues will be forgotten as new ones arise, but
the model must contain dimensions for all of them in order
to represent this drift. If we wish to study a population over a
long stretch of time, then the necessary k may be very large.
The necessary k will also be greater if we wish to study a
larger and/or more diverse population, because although any
individual may only be aware of a small number of issues,
across a large population, a larger number of issues will be
represented. Importantly, in many real-world societies, it is
also likely that k has recently increased as the proliferation of
digital news media sources has increased the total number of
different issues of which the citizens are collectively aware.

As the number of ideological dimensions k increases, a
number of practically-relevant phenomena can be expected
based on the “curse of dimensionality” [21], [26], [27]:

1) Individuals disagree with each other more: The expected
distance between any two randomly chosen points in-
creases.

2) The population overall becomes more dissatisfied with
any platform that specifies a complete set of policies,
e.g. the actual government policy at any moment: The
average distance between all the points in Bk

N and the
single point Gk that represents the platform increases.

3) The potential for insurmountable disagreements in-
creases: The maximum possible distance between any
two points increases even faster than the expected dis-
tance.

4) A smaller proportion of the ideological space is taken
up by moderates, and a greater proportion by the fringe,
even for a highly inclusive definition of moderate: We
can choose a reasonable definition of “moderate” in the
policy space as being “near the center”, and represent
this with Sk

rmod
, the centered k-ball of radius rmod,

i.e. the region of policy space that is within the distance
rmod of the center. Then the ratio of the volume of Sk

rmod

to the volume of the policy space Pk goes to zero as k
increases, even if we choose rmod = 1.

5) Extending that, depending on the population’s distribu-
tion of beliefs, more and more of the population will
find that their values and beliefs fall outside of any of
the available political parties: If we represent p political
parties as p non-overlapping k-balls of radius ri, Sk

i,ri
,

the ratio of the total volume of all the parties’ territories∑p
i=1(Sk

i,ri
) to the total volume of Pk also goes to zero.

6) The two previous points, taken together, implies that if
a political party uses this kind of data analysis in their
electoral or marketing strategic planning, they will be
motivated to expand their ideological-space territory to
include more and more of the fringe in an attempt to
capture more of the electorate.

See the Appendix for mathematical derivations of these
effects.

III. DEMOCRACY: POLICY FROM POPULATION

A. Voting Models

Democracy, in a very general sense, refers to a system in
which the policies and actions implemented by the government
are intended to be consistent with the will of the population.
Intuitively, this means that the point Gk that represents actual
government policy in ideological policy space ought to be “in
the middle” of the density of the point cloud Bk

N . We define a
policy-choice function g that takes Bk

N as input and yields Gk

as output. We further define g to be the composite g = h(τ),
where τ is a turnout function and h is a complete-turnout
voting function. The turnout function τ determines a subset
of Bk

N , Bk
nτ :

Bk
nτ = τ(Bk

N ) (2)

The voting function h takes Bk
nτ as input and yields a single

point for Gk. Thus:

Gk = g(Bk
N ) = h(τ(Bk

N )) = h(Bk
nτ ) (3)

B. Turnout

A great deal of complexity and uncertainty is hidden in
τ . Polling services devote large resources to modeling voter
turnout, with limited success. Historically there have been a
number of famously embarrassing and disruptive prediction
errors based on errors in turnout modeling, such as the classic
“Dewey Defeats Truman” headline. The outcomes of elections
can be dramatically altered by changing turnout, and there
is already reason to believe that hostile actors have engaged
in microtargeted social media campaigns primarily oriented
around voter suppression. Future expansion of this manuscript
will include examples that consider the implications of chang-
ing τ in this framework.



C. Simple Examples

a) Technocratic Direct Democracy: The intuitive crite-
rion that a democracy should yield actual government policies
Gk that are “somewhere in the middle” carries over into
h. As the (mathematically, not practically) simplest possible
example, one can imagine a hypothetical “technocratic direct
democracy” (TDD) where the full population has their policy
preferences measured and then Gk is set at the average or
centroid of Bk

N :

Gk
TDD = b̄ = mean(Bk

N ) (4)

b) Two-Party Direct Democracy: Now we expand that
reductionist model to include one additional element of com-
plexity. Consider now the simplest possible example of a
two-party voting system, which we might call “2-party direct
democracy” (2PDD). Bk

n is divided into Bk
n1

for the n1 voters
of Party 1 and Bk

n2
for the n2 voters of Party 2. Party 1

evaluates the preferences of their constituency and defines a
platform Gk

1 as the centroid 1 of Bk
n1

and Party 2 likewise
defines Gk

2 as the centroid of Bk
n2

. The implementation of the
voting function then yields

Gk
2PDD = h(Bk

n1
∪Bk

n2
) = Gk

j

j = arg max
i∈{1,2}

ni
(5)

c) Dictatorship: For comparison purposes, we can also
describe Gk

dictator as a Gk that is dictated without regard to
Bk

N . This may be thought of as a voting function g that is
constant. Or, if other factors are known and available to be
modeled, g may be a function of those other factors.

d) Other examples: We can also describe a number of
other simplified example scenarios. Future expansion of this
manuscript will describe:
• Indirect democracy: Voting Districts, and an “Electoral

College”
• Analyzing the effects of different voting systems such as

First Past The Post and Ranked Choice Voting.
• Turnout defined over districts or other clusters
• Turnout as a selector function versus probability field T ′

over Pk

• Iterative feedback between political parties’ selection of
issue-space territories and voters’ party alignment

IV. POPULATION INFLUENCE

A. Influence Cost Function

Among the three examples of Gk
dictator, G

k
TDD, and Gk

2PDD,
we can consider what would be necessary for an influence

1The centroid or mean of the constituency in the Euclidean space is neither
plausibly realistic nor strategically optimal as an actual real-world choice of
platform for a party. Any number of other considerations would come into play
in the real world, especially turnout, loyalty, and other non-policy effects, and
there are also evolutionary and iterative effects in the emergence of parties,
see for example [21], [28] as a tiny selection of arbitrarily-selected (and not at
all centroidal) examples of greater complexity. Our use of the centroid here is
purely motivated by the choice of the computationally simplest starting point
for this exposition.

operation to change policy by looking at how changes in Bk
N

affect Gk. To allow comparisons, we can define a metric of
“influence cost” for a change from Bk

N to B′kN . The simplest
metric is based on unweighted sum of Euclidean distances
moved by each individual:

Cunweighted(B,B′) =

N∑
i=1

|(
∥∥B′ki −Bk

i

∥∥
2
)| (6)

where |·| is the numerical absolute value and ‖·‖2 is
the (k-dimensional) Euclidean norm applied row-wise to the
differences of the ith rows of B′ki − Bk

i . This can also be
written

Cunweighted(B,B′) =
∥∥B′ki −Bk

i

∥∥
1,2

(7)

where ‖·‖1,2 is the L1,2 matrix norm, for row-wise data
points in a matrix.

We can abbreviate:

Cunweighted(∆B) = ‖∆B‖1,2 (8)

B. Weighted Cost Functions

Different individuals will have different susceptibility to
influence. To take this into account we can add weights wi

for each individual, represented in an N ×N diagonal weight
matrix W :

CW (∆B) = ‖W∆B‖1,2 (9)

Different preference dimensions of the ideological space
may have different “stickiness”, as well; some may be easier
to change people’s minds about than others. To account for
this we can add another k× k diagonal weight matrix V with
the weights vj for each of the k preference dimensions:

CWV (∆B) = ‖W∆BV ‖1,2 (10)

C. Example scenarios

We will look at some simple “back-of-the-envelope” cal-
culations of the cost of influence operations to explore the
possibilities within the framework.

a) Dictatorship: In Gk
dictator, g is not a function of Bk

n.
The most direct way to change Gk

dictator would be to influence
the dictator individually. Influence on Bk

n leads to changes in
Gk

dictator only to the extent that the dictator notices, cares, and
reacts to the population change—or, under a coup.

Call the region of ideological space that represents willing-
ness to act on a grassroots coup Q, and call the minimum
number of individuals necessary for a coup nQ. Then the cost
metric for influencing a coup is

Cdictator(Q) =
∑
nQ

min(
∥∥Bk

i −Q
∥∥) (11)

Here min(
∥∥Bk

i −Q
∥∥) refers to the distance from the point

Bk
i to the nearest point in Q.



Qualitatively, with a few straightforward assumptions, we
can interpret:

1) The cost of influencing a coup is proportional to the
number of people who must be induced to participate,
which is determined by the strength of the regime.

2) The cost of influencing a coup depends on how far
the relevant slice of the population is from the “boiling
point” Qk. In other words, it’s easier to induce a coup
in a population that is already dissatisfied.

This suggests that it may be possible for an actor with access
only to data such as search and social media to remotely
estimate the likelihood of regime change with little direct
interaction.

b) Technocratic Direct Democracy: Consider the goal of
moving Gk

TDD to a target Q. According to (4)

Gk
TDD = mean(Bk

N )

Q = mean(B′kN )

∆B = Q−Gk
TDD = mean(B′kN )−mean(Bk

N )

= mean(B′kN −Bk
N )

= mean(∆Bk
N )

(12)

The specification of a target does not uniquely determine
the influence cost, because we do not know the trajectories of
all the individuals; however, the minimum possible influence
cost arises in the situation where each individual moves in
parallel to the overall movement, in the “forwards” direction:

minCTDD = N ×
∥∥∆Bk

N

∥∥ (13)

Under this hypothetical minimal system (and ignoring for
the moment the per-person and per-issue weights), there are
no influence shortcuts: the cost of influence is proportional to
the total population and the magnitude of the targeted change.
In future work, we will present calculations suggesting that
adding further mechanisms of complexity to the system will
lead to more complex influence cost functions, which will
have some variables that lead to greater costs and others that
lead to less. An actor that performs a detailed analysis of the
complete set of mechanisms of a voting system will be able
to identify weak points that constitute the influence version
of attack surfaces, and design influence campaigns fine-tuned
for the maximum socio-political impact with minimum cost.
In turn, this tells us that a democracy must perform this same
detailed vulnerability assessment of its own voting systems
in order to defend effectively against influence attacks which
could have devastating, paralyzing consequences.

V. THE OVERTON HULL

A. The Original Overton Window

The Overton Window is a concept first put forth by Joe
Overton of the Mackinack Center to refer to the range of
public political discourse that is tolerated within a given
society’s media ecosystem. The original concept referred to
the segment on a unidimensional left-right political spectrum

that represents the positions that, say, a politician can publicly
profess and still expect to be taken seriously. It is important to
clarify that the Overton Window is a population-level concept:
while it may be reasonable to talk about a “window” that an
individual is willing to tolerate, we are interested in studying
a society as a whole, so the concept in question relates to
the emergent “window” across the society’s whole media
ecosystem.

B. Extending to k dimensions

The idea of a unidimensional left-right spectrum is cer-
tainly used for simple rhetoric, but in order to make the
Overton Window practically useful we extend it here to a k-
dimensional “blob”, the region within the ideological space
P k that represents those views that are acceptable within the
media ecosystem of the society in question. Although it is
rarely stated explicitly, discussions of the Overton Window
universally assume that the Window is a single connected line
segment. We can generalize that to define the “Overton Hull”
HO as a convex region of P k that represents the range of
political ideological views that are acceptable within the media
ecosystem of population BN .

C. Estimating the Overton Hull

Discussions of the Overton Window usually assume that it is
approximately centered around the bulk of the distribution of
the population along the political spectrum, or in other words,
the majority’s political beliefs are within the Window. We can
make a first pass at a simple working definition of a measured
HO with P k and Bk

N as our starting point.
First we postulate that Bk

N is a sample drawn from a
distribution with probability density function fB defined over
the sample space P k. Then HO can be defined as the convex
hull of the region of P k in which fB is over a threshold value
dthr:

HO = Conv
{

a ∈ P k | fB(a) ≥ dthr
}

(14)

VI. WEAPONIZED DEMOGRAPHICS

“Useful Idiots” is a term widely used since the Cold
War to refer to individuals who are easily manipulated into
serving hostile propaganda purposes even though they may
not actually support or even understand the issues at stake. In
order to study the role of Useful Idiots in influence operations
at the population, rather than individual, level, we can describe
a “Useful Idiot Demographic” BUI as a subpopulation whose
ideological preferences are particularly easy to manipulate.
This ease of manipulation can be represented as low values of
the cost function weights below a UI threshold wi < wUIthr

for these individuals:

BUI =
{

bi ∈ Bk
N | wi < wUIthr

}
(15)

With these definitions, we can describe the Weaponized
Useful Idiot Demographic (WUID), a mass-influence tech-
nique derived from the “Door-in-the-face” (DITF) frequently
discussed in the literature on the Overton Window [29]–[31].



We will also describe influencing HO using traditional mass
propaganda to provide a baseline for comparison.

A. Mass Propaganda, or The Bulk Move

Consider a target point Q which is outside the Overton
Hull HO; using traditional methods of non-targeted mass
propaganda operating on the population at large, the attacker
wants to move HO to include Q. Let qsurf be the closest
point to Q on the hull of HO and qsq be the vector from
qsurf to Q, so that ‖qsq‖ is the minimum distance from
HO to Q. In order to “Bulk Move” the whole population’s
average preferences over until Q is just inside HO, we know
from the consideration of CTDD above that the cost will be
approximately CBM ≈ N × ‖qsq‖. We can now use this a
baseline for comparing WUID.

B. The Weaponized Useful Idiot Demographic

The WUID is a formalized variant of the “Door in the Face”
technique frequently discussed in the literature on the Overton
Window. Let the attacker choose a “dummy target” point Q′

near l×qsq+qsurf , which represents a “more extreme” version
of the real target Q, in the sense that it is farther away from
HO, with the factor l determining “how much more extreme”
it is. Because HO is a convex hull, if the density function fB
can be raised above dthr in even a tiny region around Q′, then
Q will immediately be included well within the Overton Hull.

To accomplish this, choose a small subpopulation of M
individuals from the “useful idiots” demographic, BWUID ⊂
BUI, where M = m×N , m� 1. Although we can reasonably
anticipate that the individuals in BWUID will have markedly
different individual preferences than the population at large,
in the absence of any reason to believe they have a specific
direction of political bias, assume that to begin with the
average preferences of BWUID are approximately the same
as the average for the population at large, b̄WUID ≈ b̄. Then

‖qWUID‖ ≈ l × ‖qsq‖+
∥∥qsurf − b̄

∥∥
≈ l × ‖qsq‖ if l� 1

(16)

If the extremeness factor l is great enough, then the target
movement distance ‖qWUID‖ ≈ l×‖qsq‖. This means that we
expect the influence distance to be much greater in this case.
However, consider the influence cost. Based on the derivation
for CTDD, we can see that

CWUID ≈ w̄UI ×M × l × ‖qsq‖
≈ w̄UI ×m×N × l × ‖qsq‖
≈ w̄UI ×m× l × CBM

(17)

By definition, we know that l � 1; but m � 1 and also
w̄UI � 1. This means that there is ample opportunity for a
well-planned operation to have influence cost much lower than
that of traditional mass propaganda, CWUID � CBM.

In qualitative terms, we can describe this operation as
follows. First, the attacker identifies a particularly gullible
demographic of “useful idiots” who are likely to be scattered

around the fringes of society in their various beliefs. The
attacker uses social media, search history, etc. to profile them
and prepare targeted narrative weaponry. The narratives might
extensively incorporate the language of conspiracy theories
to appeal to the fringe psychology. Next, the attacker uses
microtargeted, viral, and mass-media delivery vehicles for the
narrative weaponry to “lasso the fringe” into a Weaponized
Useful Idiot Demographic (WUID) that the attacker now has
some degree of control over. The WUID is induced to create
a media-noticeable prevalence of dummy target ideology Q′,
which immediately opens up the Overton Hull to include
Q, thus accomplishing the attacker’s goals faster and with
much less cost than would be possible with traditional mass
propaganda.2 In fact, the attacker receives even more benefit
from the WUID: this is, in essence, a reusable weapon; once
the WUID has become accustomed to taking their cues from
certain sources, they are likely to remain open to those sources
for some time.

C. Defense and Counter-offense

Having considered the potential power of the WUID attack,
naturally questions of defense and counter-offense arise. In
the long run, the best defense against this attack or any other
techniques of influence and propaganda is a well-educated
population with a strong sense of national identity founded
on principles of tolerance, generosity, openness to diversity,
and service to others; especially important are critical thinking
skills, the ability to weigh evidence and reject implausible
fringe theories, and a realistic respect for the value of estab-
lished authorities and institutions. The only way to prevent
narrative warfare from spreading out from individual victims
to mass societal effect is to reduce the systemic vulnerabilities
and attack surfaces, the “cracks in our society” that come from
ignorance and divisive factionalism. However, in the short
run, there is a pressing need for rapidly deployable tactics.
We believe that here, as in other forms of narrative warfare,
playing defense is a losing strategy. While prevention is the
best strategy, once an attack has taken place and the WUID
has become entrenched, we believe the most effective tactic
will be a counter-offensive. The key observation of the WUID
is that in order to be effective, it must remain coordinated. In
order for the density spike created in fB by BWUID to remain
high enough to exceed the threshold dthr, the individuals must
be clustered close together in the preference space P k; if they
drift apart, then they are no longer an effective weapon. This
exposes a weakness in the attacker’s weapon that could be
exploited by instigating counter-offensive targeted narratives
designed to disrupt the unity of BWUID as well as disrupt
the narratives the attackers use to direct the WUID. In future
work, we will consider possible counter-offensive techniques
in greater detail.

2If the Weaponized Demographic of Useful Idiots were to be used to
influence an election and install a puppet government, perhaps that government
could then be referred to as a “Useful Idiocracy”.



VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Narrative warfare and propaganda are as old as warfare it-
self. Self-propagating units of information are a newer concept
in the digital age, and are core to the established field of
cybersecurity. Viruses, worms, Trojan horses, etc. are well
understood and thoroughly monitored. However, the recent
surge of innovation in socio-technical systems such as social
networks, weaponized memes, and big data, has opened up a
new era of conflict, in which an adversary can, for example,
rapidly manipulate popular sentiment to swing an election with
only days or hours of lead time, faster than any currently
possible response. This paper does not attempt to solve these
problems immediately. Rather, our goal has been to describe
a framework and a way of thinking about ACSC and CyIO
that experienced actors already use to analyze populations and
plan operations. By making this introduction widely available
to friendly actors we hope to support defensive innovation and
lead to improvements in the current situation, in which the U.S.
and allies have been severely outpaced in this domain.

Information warfare takes place on a high-dimensional
abstract battlefield, which makes monitoring and planning
extremely difficult. One promise of this framework is the
development of technology for situation awareness and bat-
tlefield visualization in near-real-time. There is already a rich
field of research and practical application of tools for meaning-
extraction and visualization of high-dimensional data sets,
which could be adapted to create tactical battlefield displays
for real-time awareness, planning and defense against CyIO
operations as they unfold.

With moves such as the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security designation of elections systems as Critical Infras-
tructure, the world is acknowledging the need for physical and
cyber security in election systems. However, the emergence of
powerful CyIO capabilities is a qualitatively new development,
and it is currently debatable whether it even falls in the
wheelhouse of cybersecurity and cyberwarfare. The concept
of national security risk from population-level influence weak-
nesses, attack surfaces and vulnerabilities not in voting ma-
chines3 but in elections and social choice systems themselves,
may not be on anyone’s radar screen at all. And yet, these
weaknesses may have already been recognized, analyzed, and
exploited by hostile actors against democratic systems around
the world. We believe that this type of approach can help
analyze the vulnerabilities of our own voting systems and
recommend improvements. We also hope that a more formal
framework for such analysis could generate greater clarity
and objectivity about risks and recommendations, and this
objectivity in turn might depoliticize election security.

As an example of applying this framework to understand
and describe narrative warfare attacks, we explored the idea
of a Weaponized Useful Idiot Demographic (WUID). This
technique creates a population-level “hammer” that could be

3We, of course, are strong supporters of conventional cybersecurity and
especially election security and protection from hacking of databases and
voter disenfranchisement. However, these are not covered in this paper.

wielded with great effectiveness in CyIO operations. The
framework of ACSC allows the comparison and evaluation
of different operations and tentative measurement of their
potential cost and effectiveness. We suspect that WUID-type
operations may have already been used with great economy
and effectiveness against the U.S., and so it is particularly
important to study this type of tactic and develop defenses
and counter-offenses.

It is important to note that the assumptions of a linear
space and Euclidean metrics are limiting, and in fact there is
empirical evidence of subpopulations moving through “worm-
holes” in the sense that they abruptly shift from one region
of P k to another without seeming to traverse the intervening
territory, as well as other strange effects. We introduce only the
most elementary election theory here, and acknowledge that
there is a huge body of literature that we are glossing over.
In particular, recent work critiquing Median Voter Theory is
relevant and will certainly inform refinement and changes in
this type of framework in the future [32], [33]. Furthermore,
the relegation of all of psychology into the weight matrices
W and V is a radical oversimplification, to say the least.
Nevertheless, the first step towards making any new field
theoretically and computationally tractable is to define a math-
ematical framework that fits reasonably well. This allows the
deviations from simple behavior to be quantified, which in turn
allows the model to be expanded with appropriately defined
weight matrices, locally Euclidean manifold techniques, etc.
Our goal with this paper is to help open the doors to this field;
we have no illusions of completeness of anything presented
here.

Much has been written elsewhere about the greater sus-
ceptibility of Western liberal democracies to propaganda and
narrative warfare. Many nations censor or block the flow of
information, even entertainment, from the U.S. and other West-
ern nations; while we freely allow input from anywhere and
enjoy media from every nation of the world. Dictatorships are
insulated from the vulnerability of democracy to population-
level influence because dictatorial power does not even nom-
inally derive from the will of the people. However, the U.S.
and allies do enjoy significant advantages that can potentially
be applied in CyIO, especially for defense and/or counter-
offense. For one, the people living under dictatorships fueled
by lies and corruption usually become inured to any messaging
at all from their own government, which may be leveraged
by careful introduction of narratives from outside sources.
The U.S. tremendously leveraged cultural “soft power” in the
defeat of the Soviet Bloc in the previous Cold War [34] and
at our best, our values of openness, service and tolerance
can inspire and bring much of the world over to our side–
a capability which we must regain. At a more technical level,
the battlefield of CyIO itself is literally owned by U.S.-based
corporations [8] who may, in some cases, be willing to assist
in defending against these attacks. In the current climate,
increased regulation of social media companies is already all
but inevitable; without a solid foundation in the principles of
CyIO these regulations are likely to have no beneficial effects



on these risks, or even to make them worse. We hope an
improved understanding of the role of social media in CyIO
will guide regulatory efforts to be useful and effective towards
global peace and security.

APPENDIX

Here we provide derivations of the various facets of the
“Curse of Dimensionality” listed earlier.

1) Individuals disagree with each other more: The expected
distance between any two randomly chosen points in-
creases.

The formula for the expected distance between two points
chosen on IID uniform distributions in a k-dimensional cube is
extensively explored in [35]. The distance has a lower bound
of 1

3

√
k.

2) The population overall becomes more dissatisfied with
any platform that specifies a complete set of policies,
e.g. the actual government policy at any moment: The
average distance between all the points in Bk

N and the
single point Gk that represents the platform increases.

For simplicity we consider IID normal distributions, and place
Gk at O. Clearly, the average distance we refer to here is
simply E(Bk

i ), which approaches σ
√
k for large k [36].

3) The potential for insurmountable disagreements in-
creases: The maximum possible distance between any
two points increases even faster than the expected dis-
tance.

This is simply the distance between opposite corners of a k-
dimensional hypercube, which can easily be seen to be 2

√
k.

4) A smaller proportion of the ideological space is taken
up by moderates, and a greater proportion by the fringe,
even for a highly inclusive definition of moderate: We
can choose a reasonable definition of “moderate” in the
policy space as being “near the center”, and represent
this with Sk

rmod
, the centered k-ball of radius rmod,

i.e. the region of policy space that is within the distance
rmod of the center. Then the ratio of the volume of Sk

rmod
to the volume of the policy space Pk goes to zero as k
increases, even if we choose rmod = 1.

The volume of the unit k-ball goes to zero rapidly for large
k, as shown in e.g. [37], and so necessarily the volume ratio
to the unit cube goes to zero even more rapidly. Scaling to
radius rmod < 1 simply adds a factor of rmodk < 1 which
makes the convergence even more rapid.

5) Extending that, depending on the population’s distribu-
tion of beliefs, more and more of the population will
find that their values and beliefs fall outside of any of
the available political parties: If we represent p political
parties as p non-overlapping k-balls of radius ri, Sk

i,ri
,

the ratio of the total volume of all the parties’ territories∑p
i=1(Sk

i,ri
) to the total volume of Pk also goes to zero.

This can be seen to follow obviously from the previous item:
the sum of several volumes, all of which converge to zero,
also converges to zero.

6) The two previous points, taken together, implies that if
a political party uses this kind of data analysis in their
electoral or marketing strategic planning, they will be
motivated to expand their ideological-space territory to
include more and more of the fringe in an attempt to
capture more of the electorate.

If the effective value of k is large, then expansions of a
party’s “ball of appeal” by a radius ratio 1 + ε increase the
volume by (1 + ε)k. More realistically, consider expansion of
the “ball of appeal” along only one dimension. This expansion
is equivalent to adding a k-dimensional cylindrical chunk
of volume to the original ball. For simplicity consider a
party that expands its appeal in two specific dimensions by a
distance equal to the diameter of the ball; this is qualitatively
what you might consider becoming “twice as fringey” in two
topics alone while leaving all others the same. We choose the
diameter rather than the radius because this adds a cylinder
that perfectly circumscribes the original ball, and we choose
two dimensions rather than one because the derivation of
the formula for the volume of a k-ball [38] has a simple
mathematical ratio:

V B
k =

2π

k
V B
k−2 (18)

The new volume added into the territory is equal to the
volume of a cylinder that circumscribes the original sphere,
where the cylinder has 2 “straight” dimensions and k − 2-
dimensional balls as the “ends”. The volume ratio of the k−2-
dimensional ball to the k-dimensional cylinder generated by
translating the ball twice is, by simple geometry, V C

k = 4V B
k−2.

Finally we can see that the ratio of the volume of the original
k-ball to the volume of the added cylinder is:

V B
k

V C
k

=
π

2k
(19)

If k = 10, for example, the ratio is about 0.16. If we
proceed boldly with the formalism, this implies that if a party
expands their reach by just 16% on only 2 out of 10 salient
issues, they can double the volume of issue-space that their
territory encompasses; or conversely, likewise with k = 10, if
a party doubles their “fringeyness” on only 2 of the 10 issues,
they now encompass more than 7 times as much volume in
their territory! 4 It is somewhat frightening to consider the
possible superadditive effects of these incentives for fringe
expansion, together with the power of fringe manipulation
available through the WUID paradigm.
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